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STUDIES OF EXOIC(}IG~ll' NSCL~~ 5 0 ,;;4,7 0 9 
Joseph Cerny 

Department of Chemistry and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, 
Berkeley, California 94720, U. S. A.t 

Abstract 

For neutron-deficient nuclei, exten
sion of the Tz = -3/2 series of strong 
beta-delayed proton precursors to 6lGe is 
discussed. For neutron-excess nuclei, 
heavy-ion induced, multi-nucleon transfer 
reaction studies of masses and energy 
levels of 2sldshell nuclei with Tz ~ 5/2 
are covered. In addition, preliminary 
attempts to employ the (7Li,2He) reaction 
for the latter studies are shown; a new 
detection system capable of observing 
unbound final states as reaction products 
is demonstrated via investigations of the 
(a,2He ) react~on. 

1. Introduction 

I would like to discuss a number of 
recent explorations of the properties of 
exotic light nuclei, with particular empha
sis on results obtained by utilizing 
heavy ion beams. In the period since the 
Leysin Conference, there has been a 
remarkable increase in the employment of 
complex, low-yield heavy ion reactions 
generally capable of providing, via many 
different experimental techniques, precise 

measurements of masses and energy levels of 
light nuclei far from stability. These 
results serve to discriminace among the 
several theoretical approaches currently 
used to predict various properties of these 
light nuclei--in particular, a) the earlier 
independent-particle model of Garvey and 
Kelson l

), b) the more recent modified shell 
model of Jelley, et al. 2

) and c) the 
untruncated 2sld shell model calculations of 
Cole, Watt, and Whitehead 3

). 

Figure 1 presents a summary of the 
known nuclei through the titanium isotopes; 
it primarily indicates both the limits of 
our knowledge of nucleon stability and the 
extent to which accurate mass measurement 
has so far been possible. For a nuclide to 
be explicitly indicated in this figure, its 
mass must be accurately known and it must 
lie three or more neutrons away from the 
nearest stable isotope (and be unreachable 
by a simple charge exchange reaction on a 
stable target) . 

On the neutron-deficient side of 
stability, I wish to cover recent progress 
in extending the series of strong, A = 4n+ 1, 
Tz = ~~ = ~3/2 beta-delayed proton 

Apr. 1976 
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Fig. 1: The light nuclei through the titanium isotopes. Stable nuclei are indicated by black squares; 
nuclei for which an accurate mass has been determined are indicated by shaded squares; and nuclei for which 
only nucleon stability has been established are indicated by white squares. Nuclei with known masses but 
which are nucleon unstable, such as Be and 1 °Li, are indicated by shading but are not included in a black 
box. See text. 
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precursors substantially into the If2p 
shell. Benenson in his talk will discuss 
the techniques employed to measure the 

. masses of the Tz = -3/2 and -2 nuclei and 
how .the results can be used to test the 
isobaric multiplet mass equation. On the 
neutron-excess side of stability, I wish to 
survey current in-beam experiments with 
heavy ions attempting to develop the best· 
methods of measuring masses and energy 
levels of light nuclei with T z ~ 5/2. A 
Possible new approach to these investiga
tions arises in reactions transferring 
unusual neutron to proton ratios, detected 
by observing unbound final states as reac
tion products (e.g., detecting 2He), and 

·some of our preliminary results of these 
investigations will be covered. Other 
recent work in this mass region has been 
treated in the talks by Butler and by 
Thibault. 

Much progress in our knowledge of 
exotic light nuclei has occurred since 
Leysin. A few major highlights, which I 
will otherwise not explicitly discuss, have 
been: a) the discovery by Volkov and his 
co-workers~) of seventeen new nucleon-stable 
isotopes of Mg, AI, Si, P, S, and CI, 
b) the discovery of the nucleon stability 
of I~Be and 17 B-- t he former being entirely 
unexpected--b¥ Bowman, Poskanzer, and 
collaborators); c) the direct measutement 
of the masses of short-lived lithium and 
sodium isotopes very far from stability 
withah on-line mass spectrometer by 
Thibault, Klapisch, and collaborators6), 
and d) the measurements by Goosman, 
Alburger, and co-workers') of the masses 
and decay schemes of the 2sld shell, 
Tz = 5/2 nuclei from 23F to 3 5p. 

2. Strong Beta-Delayed Proton Precursors 
Through 61Ge in the If2p Shell 

A simplified decay scheme applicable 
to the well-known series of strong, A = 4n+l, 
Tz = -3/2 beta-delayed proton precursors is 
~iven in Fig. 2. Until quite recently, 

9Fe was its heaviest characterized member, 
and the properties of the complete series 
from 9C through 49 Fe have been reviewed by 
Hardys) (except for 4 5Cr , which was added 
subsequently9». Although the lighter 
members of this series can be produced in 
reasonable yields with light ion beams 
(e.g., 33Ar via the 32 S (3He,2n) reaction), 
extension of this series beyond 41Ti 
requires the employment of heavy ions, as 
noted below. Many proton groups are com
monly observed in the decay of a lighter 
precursor such as 33 Ar (note the talk by 
Hardy for an illustration of the proton 
spectrum from the decay of 33Ar as well as 
for additional discussion on this series), 
with the spectrum being dominated by the 
(isospin-forbidden) proton decay of the 
T = 3/2 state in the emitter which has been 
fed by superallowed beta-decay from the 
pr.ecursor. 

The characterization of higher members 
of this series in the If2p shell both 
extends our knowledge of the decay proper
ties of proton rich nuclei very far from 
stability and, by employing the isobaric 
multiplet mass equation, permits an excel
lent prediction of the precursor's mass. 

2 

Figu're 3 presents the heavy-ion indu~ed 
reactions which have been used to produce 
53 Ni ahd 5' Zn 10) and~ most recently, 
61 Ge II). Also shown are the total cross 
sections for prodUcing these nuclei. and 
their half-lives, as well as comparable data 
for the two earlier known lf2p shell nuclei 
~ 5Cr ·9) and ~ 9Pe 12) and representative 
results for lighter precursors. Due to the 
drastic reduction in precursor yield found 
for these (heavy ion, 3n) reactions, only 
the strongest proton groups can now be 
observed in their spectra (commonly those 
arising from the decay of the isobaric 
analog state). 

T=3/2 

A-I 

T=3/2 

A[Z] 
Tz=-3/2 

Precursor 

(Z-2] + p 
T· 

Eseparatlon 

Tz=O 
Proton 

daughter 

T=1/2 

A 
[Z-I] 

Tz=-1/2 

Emitter 

.~. 

Fig. 2: The decay scheme oE a typical Tz = -3/2 
beta-delayed proton precursor. 

Production of the Tz=-i-, A=4n+l series 

Reaction . Cross section Half-life 

. I.A~41 

20Ne (3He,2n) 2IMg - 7OO fLb 123ms 
40Ca (3He,2n) 41Tj' -130 ILb 80 r'ns 

ILA>41 

32S( 160,3n)4~Cr ~1200nb 50ms 

40Ca ( '2C,3n)49Fe -800nb 75ms 

40Ca(160,3n)~3Ni 60nb 45ms· 

4oCa(2oNe;3n)~7Zn 90nb 40ms 

40Ca (24Mg,3n) 61Ge 50nb 40ms 

Fig. 3: A summary of relevant data on the produc
tion and halE-lives of the heavier beta-delayed 
proton precursors with representative results for 
lighter precursors. 
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Beta-delayed protons emitted from the 

53 Ni, 57 Zn , and 61Ge precursors retained in 
the target were detected, by various semi.,.. 
conductor counter telescopes (14-19~m ~E, 
107-250 ~m E detectors), subtending an 
effective solid angle of 0.24 sr. Pulsed 
beams of 16 0+ 3 (60 and 65 MeV, ~100 parti
cle-'nA), 2oNe+4 (62 and 70 MeV, "'60 parti
cle-nA) and 24 Mg+4 (78 and 85 MeV, "'50 
particle~nA) from the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory 88-inch cyclotron produced these 
precursors in irradiations of natural 
calcium targets rotated to a target angle 
of 70°. A slotted rotating wheel systeml3 ) 
controlled the pulsing of the beam and pro
tected the detectors while the target was 
being irradiated. 

Figure 4, (a) and (b), shows the' 
proton spectra arising in the decay of 53 Ni 
and 51 Zn , respectively, with these assign
ments being confirmed by excitation func
tions 10 ). The large group in both spectra 
at 1.59 MeV (c.m.) arises from the direct 
proton radioactivi ty l3) of 53mco produced 
in the competing 40 ea (16 0 ,p2n) and 
~oea(2oNe,CLp2n) reactions, respectively. 

40 (a) 

30 

I 
20 x lOO 

10 

If) 

c::: 
::) 

0 
u 

30 

20 

10 

53mCo 
1.59 MeV 

53 Ni 
1.94 MeV 

j 

.. , 

;:5 
:-
0 
u 

10 

!!10 
c' 
~ 5 
u 

57Zn 
2.58 MeV 

j 

Observed proton energy 

Fig. 4: Observed proton spectra following the 
irradiation of (a) a 1.6 mg/cm 2 calcium target 
with 65 MeV 160 for 16,400 ~C (as 8+) and (b) a 
1.8 mg/cm 2 calcium target with 70 MeV 2 ONe for 
20,000 ~C (as 10+). In both spectra, the energy 
region over which protons co'uld be reliably 
observed is indicated by vertical arrows, The 
precursor and the center of mass energy are 
laPelled above each proton group. In part (a) the 
energy r~ion where proton decay to the ground 
state of 2Fe would be expected is designated by a 
horizontal arrow (see text), The insets show the 
decay curves for the 53 Ni group and the sum of the 
three 51 Zn groups, 
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As shown in Fig. 5(a), the best . 

explanation for the 1.94 MeV'(c.m.) activity 
appearing in the decay of 53 Ni is th~t these 
protons result from its superallowed posi
tron de'cay to the analog state in the 5 leo 
emitter, which subsequently decays by iso:" 
spin-forbidden proton emission to the 52 Fe 
fir~t excited.state (the decays of 45 er and 
49Fe present a similar pattern). With this 
assumption, good agreement between the 
excitation ener~ies of the lowest T = 3/2 
states in the 5 Fe- 53eo mirror nuclei is 
obt'ained 1o ). Only an upper limit of 5%'can 
be set for the proton decay branch from the 
5 leo analog state to the s2Fe ground state 
(see Fig. 4(a». Figure 5(b) shows the 
placement into a decay scheme of the three 
proton activities arising from the S7Zn 
precursor. The groups observed at 4.65 and 
1.95 MeV can be assigned to isospin forbid
den proton decays to the ground and first 
excited states of 56Ni, respectively, from 
the lowest T = 3/2 state of S7 eu ; again, 
good agreement between the excitation ener
~ies of the lowest T = 3/2 states in the 

'Ni_ 57 eu mirror pair is observed. The 
proton group at 2.58 MeV is attributed to 
isospin-allowed decay of a T = 1/2 state. 

(a) 

2.45---'t:. 

< b) 

3.40----?" 

4.39 

(i"', T) 

(12.96) ~(ri) 
I 
J53 

:::i!28Nf25 45 ms 

l! (-45%1/ II 
, I I (7- 3) 

I I "2 '2 
I I-

I I (~,l) 247ms 
I I 22 

1.1 53mCo 
otherlJ / 

levelsj I 
I 

o--"';<f-t) 
53 
27C026 

Fig. 5: Proposed decay schemes for (a) 53 Ni and 
(b) 51Zn . Dashed lines indicate decays which have 
not been directly observed. Estimated branching 
ratios and predicted energies, assumed spin, parity, 
and isospin values are shown in parentheses. ' 
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Observation of the lowest T = 3/2 

state~ in the Tz = .-1/2 nuclei ~3CO and 
57 CU in both cases determines the,third 
member of an isospin quartet, so that these 
mass excesses plus those of the corre
sponding T = 3/2 states in the Tz = +3/2 

'-

and +1/2 members can be used in the isobaric 
multiplet mass equation to predict mass 
excesses for s3 Ni and 57 zn of -29.4l±0.lB 
MeV and -32.63±0.13 MeV, respectively. 
Kelson-Garvey type mass predictions, based 
on' charge symmetry, and Coulomb energy cal
culations agree well with these isobaric 
multiplet mass equation results (to <300 
keV--see ref. 10). 

All the Tz = -3/2 nuclei from ~5Crto 
57 Zn are expected to have ground state 
J1T = 7/2- since the odd neutron is filling 
the If7/2 shell in this region. However, 
only the decay of the 57Zn precursor shows 
any population of the daughter ground state 
from isospin-forbidden proton decay of the 
analog state in the emitter, which is 
p~obably due to the enhanced stability of 
doUbly magic ~6Ni. Even here, dn the basis 
of penetrability calculations alone, one 
finds that the reduced width for (isospin
forbidden) proton decay of the 57 CU (T = 3/2) 
state to the s6Ni ground state is ~1/45 of 
that for decay to the first excited state-
a result consistent with the data on the 
£roton decays of the analog states in ~5V, 

9Mn , and S3CO, which indicate 
Yp(0+)/Yp(2+) < liB. At present there is 
no available theoretical estimate of the 
expected reduced widths for these isospin
forbidden decays. 

Figure 6 presents the proton spectrum 
arising in the decay of 61Ge II) produced 
via the 4oCa(24Mg,3n) reaction at B5 MeV, 
and Figure 7 presents a preliminary decay 
scheme for this nuclide. Since 61Ge is 
sufficiently far from stability that the 
only previously known .member of this iso
spin quartet was the 61CU ground state, it 
is necessary to estimate the expected 
excitation of the analog state in 61Ga from 
Coulomb displacement energy systematics ll

). 

These calculations predict that the analog 
state should lie near 3.5 MeV; hence, the 
observed proton activity at 3.15±0.07 MeV 
20rr----~-----.-----.-----.----_r----_r--~ 

15 

5 

0 1.0 

notCo + 85 MeV 24Mg 
25.000fLC 

? 
1.81 MeV 

I 

61Ge 
3.15 MeV 

j 

5.0 MeV: 
y , 

Fig. 6: The observed proton spectrum following 
from the irradiation of a natural calcium target 
with 85 MeV 24Mg . Protons could be reliably 
observed over the energy region indicated by 
vertical arrows. The precursor and the center of 
mass energy are labelled above each protron group. 
See text. 
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is attributed to isospin-forbidden decay of 
the analog state to the ground st.ate of 
60Zn. The weaker group at 1.Bl MeV has a 
half-life much longer than the counting 
period of 120 ms; it may arise from 65 Ge I~) 
produced by reactions on heavier isotopes . 
preseni in this natural calcium target. 

Proton decay from the lowest T = 3/2 
state in 61 Ga to the first excited state of 
60 Zn would appear in the region near 2.1 MeV. 
If the weak activity at this energy in Fig. 
6 were ascribed to this origin, the reduced 
width for isospin forbidden proton decay to 
the 6 ° Zn ground state could be ~1/6 of that 
for decay to the first excited state--the 
same pattern noted earlier. However, addi
tional experiments on separated isotope 
40Ca targets will be necessary to establish 
this relative branching ratio. 

Continued exploration of .thi. series of 
strong beta-delayed proton precursors via 
(heavy-idn,3n) reactions with 2 aSi through 
~oCa beams may be possible, which would 
extend our knowledge of these Tz = -3/2 
nuclei up to 77 zr . . 

3. Studies of Neutron-Rich Light Nuclei. 

As noted in the following discussion, 
many different exotic transfer and rear
rangement reactions have been employed to 
investigate the propetties of neuiron-rich 
isotopes. Figure B presents a summarY of 
most of the reactions utilized to date (with 
"typical" yields) for in-beam studies of 
both very neutron-excess and neutron-defic
ient species; the latter will be covered in 
the talk by Benenson. Perhaps the most 
general progress has occurred in the2s1d 
shell, where the masses of all the Tz = 5/2 
nuclei from 21 0 through 3Sp are now accu
rately known (see Fig. 1). Studies on the 
current frontier of our knowledge are 
(ocussed on establishing general methods of 
determining the properties of excited states 
of these Tz = 5/2 isotopes and of measuring 
the masses of Tz = 3 nuclides . 

3.1 Level schemes of light Tz = 5/2 nuclei 

Except for the contribution on 21 0 to 
this conference by D'traz and co-workers I 5) , 

the only Tz = 5/2 nuclide for which the 
locations of any excited states could be 

1.32----

0.32----..f 

60 
3QZnWP 

(12.5)"-1 '---'---(f-tl 
I 
I 61 
J 32Ge29 

'1 
~ 
/ " 

(-50%)/ /' 
I /1. 

/ , l" 3 
" : (:-Z'~l , , 

Other V/ 
. levels J ! 

, . , 
___ --'I (~.l.l 

2 2 

40ms 

Fig. 7: A preliminary decay scheme for 61Ge . See 
caption to Fig. 5. 
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definitely established was 2SNe 16). Two 
8B energy spectra from the rearrangement 
reaction 26Mg{7Li,8B)25Ne studied with 
counter-telescope techniques appear in 
Fig. 9, showing transitions to a number of 
final states. In studying 21 0 , ref. 15 
employed a magnetic analyzer and, a sophis
ticated focal plane detection system to 
observe the 18 0 (I 80 , I sO) 21 0 reaction at 
91 MeV, finding excited states at 1.3 MeV 
and,near 3.7 MeV. 

EXOTIC NUCLEAR REACTIONS EMPLOYED FOR MASS 

MEASUREMENTS OF NUCLEI FAR FROM STABILITY 

Typical 
Cross Section 

Description Reaction (nb/sdlab 

Three Nucleon +3p eli, 'OC) 1500 
Transfer +3n ('He, 6He) & ('80,2' 0) 300 - 1600 

-3n (" B, 8B) 160- 300 
+2p - In FLi,8B) 700 
+lp - 2n (9Be,8B) 100 - 400 
-lp + 2n ('80, '9N) 200 

Four Nucleon +4n (4He,8He) 4- 60 
Transfer -4n ('.0, '40) 300 

+2p - 2n ('·O,'·Ne) 100- 500 

Five Nucleon +5n ('He~ 8He) 0_2 
Transfer +lp +4n (p, 6He) & (3He, 8 Li) 200 - 400 

-lp - 4n eli, 2He) & eli, 2p) 10 - 2500 

Six Nucleon +lp + 5n ('He,9Li) 5 
Transfer 

Fig. 8: A tabulation of nuclear reactions, and 
associated yields, employed for the study of 
neutron-excess and neutron-deficient nuclei, 
,categorized'by "three-nucleon" transfer, etc. 

(0) 24Ne +," 4.05 26Mg {7U ,8S)25Ne 

'1 ( 15 
2f3 

78.9 MeV 

Run 2A 

10 1.65 Blab = 10° 
4.7 3.25 ! 
j I 2~Ne g,s. 

5 I > ... 
"'" 0 
0 

(b) - 20 
~ 1 

Composite spectrum 
~ ... Runs land 2 Co 

Blab = 10° ." 
15 C 

::J 19,OOOj4coul 
0 
u 

to 

Energy 

Fig. 9: The 26Mg(7Li,8B}2sNe reaction. (a) A 8B 
energy spectrum from a run at 10° (lab). (b) A 
composite BBenergy spectrum from runs at labora
tory angles of 100 and 15°, the, latter being 
kinematica11y corrected to 10°.' ' 
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The level schemes of 21 0 and 25 Ne are 
compared ,with the untruncated shell model, 
predictions of Cole and collaborators 3 ) in 
Fig. 10. Their predictions using the 
Preedom"-Wildenthal (PW) two-body interaction 
are illustrated, since this interaction was 
the more reliable of the two employed. Good 
agreement between experiment and theory for 
the location ot the first excited state of 
21 0 and the first two excited state~ of 2S Ne 
is seen. Above 3 MeV in 2S Ne more levels 
are calculated than are observed; it is very 
possible that the complex (7 Li,8 B) rear
rangement reaction did not populate all the 
final levels, though the observed states at 
3.25 and 4.05 MeV could correspond to the 
closely spaced doublets that were predicted. 
Furthe~ studies and new experimental tech
niques capable of determining energies, 
spins, and parities of excited levels of 
Tz ~ 5/2 nuclei would provide an interesting 
test in neutron-excess systems of two-body 
interactions determined from the properties 
of nuclei close to stability. 

3.2 Detection of unbound final states as 
reaction products: A possible new tool 
in studying neutron-rich nuclides 

Experimental systems capable of 
detecting nuclear reaction products in reso
nant final states can open up a wide range 
of unex~lored nuclear reactions, and , 
Robson 1 ) has pointed out a number of such 
resonant systems which might be employed in 
the study of nuclei far from stability. In 
addition, it is of interest to determine 
whether the 2He system can be detected as a 
reaction product--in complex transfer reac
tions--by utilizing the well-known f,inal 
state interaction in the two-nucleon ISO, 
T = 1 system to localize the two breakup 
protons into a 'narrow cone. If so" studies 
of neutron-excess nuclei via transfer reac
tions involving unusual neutron to proton 
ratios such as 26Mg{7Li,2He)3IAl or 
1 80 <' B 0,2 He) 34 Si might be spectroscop ically 
fruitful. 

210 

5 

"> 4 
(I) 

:E 

>. 
e' 3 
(I) 
c: 
(I) 

Q; 
2 > 

OJ 
-l 

o 
EXP 

25Ne 

--3/2 
__ 5/2 
--312 

-' -712 
--5/2 

--3/2 ---
--1/2 

--5/2 1/2(312)--,-
PW EXP 

--5/2 

__ 9/2 
--7/2 

512 
===3/2 

--5/2 
--3/2 

--1/2 
PW 

Fig. 10: Comparison of experimental and theoreti
cal level schemesior the T z '" 5/2 nuclei 21 0 and 
2SNe . The theoretical calculations (denoted PW) 
utilized the Preedom-Wildenthal two-body inter
action. See text. 



Although a few results on single neu
tron transfer via the (3 He ,2 He ) reaction 
have been reported I 8) , I wish to present 
some data demonstrating that the more com
plex (a,2He) reaction can be successfully 
observed and interpreted l9

), followed by 
some very preliminary studies of the 
('Li 2He ) reaction. Figure ll(a) presents 
the £He detection system, consisting of two 
counter telescopes with 380 ~m ~E detectors 
and 5 riun E detectors,· all having the same 
area of 1 x 1.4 cm 2 . Two collimator slits 
separated by a post were used, 50 that the 
system subtended a 4° horizontal acceptance 
angle and a 15° vertical acceptance angle. 
Standard particle identification techniques 
and subnanosecond fast t.iming between the 
~E detectors were used. 

The relative time distribution of pro
ton coincidences from the I 3C (Cr., 2He ) ISC 
reaction induced by 65 MeV a-particles is 
shown in Fig. ll(b). The observed maximum 
difference in the time of flight of the two 
protons of 1.1 ns (FWHM) agrees with pre-· 
dictions based on the assumption of 400 keV 
breakup energy. (The disintegration energy 
of 2He does not originate from the breakup 
of a narrow state, but is rather a distri
bution described by the Watson-Migdal 
formalism 2o ); in this initial work we have 

V> 

C 
::> 
o 

U 

(a) 2 He detection system 

(b) b. TOF 

-2 -I 0 +1 +2 

Time (ns) 

3 

(c) 4 
EzH.= 46 MeV 

• 
~. 

~:t.~, 
:~~~~ 
t I I I I I I j 

9 10 II 12 13 14 

Distance (cm) 

Fig. 11: (a) Schematic diagram of the 2He detec
tion system. (b) Spectrum of the time of flight 
difference between the two breakup protons. 
(c) Experimental (dots) vs. theoretical (solid 
lines) 2He detection efficiencies as a function of 
the distance .between target and collimator. The 
experimental efficiencies have been normalized to 
the calculations at a distance of 10 cm. 

.. ', \ ~'.,. t: ~:; ~-·t ~. .J ", . 
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employed the "average" value of this distri-. 
but ion , 400 keV.) These fast coincidence 
results and other data, such as·the relative 
experimental efficiency versus the calculated 
efficiency for three different 2He energies 
shown in Fig.ll(c), require correlated 
proton ~mission attributable to the breakup 
of the unbound 2He system. 

Figure 12, (a) and (b), presents energy 
s~ectra from the 12C(a,2He)14C and 
'I C(a,2 He ) lSC reactions, respectively, 
induced by 65 MeV a-particles, while Fig. 13 
presents the spectrum from the 40ea(a,2He) 42ea 
reaction (as well as the 160(a,2He) 18 0 reac~ 
tion on a target contaminant) induced at 
55 MeV. Extreme spectroscopic selectivity 
is observed in these data, with preferen~i~l 
population of high spin states of (d5/2) 4+ 

(0) 
10.55 

40 12C(a.2He)'4C 4+ 

Ea" 65 MeV 

30 Glob = 15°; 250fLC 

6.73 
3-

20 

14.67 
(4+) 

1.0 
, 

'" c 
0 ::> 

0·· 
U (b) 

25 
13C(a. 2He) 15C 7.35 

20 Ea = 65 MeV 1(685 

Glab =12°; 390fLC 

15 0.74 

5/2+ 

10· 

20 30 40 

Energy (MeV) 

Fig. 12: 2He energy spectra from the reactions 
(a) 12C(a,2He)14C .and (b) 13C(a,2He )ISC• 

20r--r-----r-----,------r-----,------r-----,--~ 
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or (f7/2) 26+ character--in exact analogy 
with previous studies of the (a,d) reaction 
(ref. 21) at these energies which strongly 
populated states of (dS/2)2s+ or (f7/2)2 7+ 
character. 

Noting only the strongest,transitions 
in Figs. 12 and 13 (for more details, see 
re~. 19t~ the 4+ states in I'C at 10.55 MeV 
and in 0 at 3.55 MeV are known to have 
substantial (dS/2)2 4+ character (while the 
6+ state in 42Ca at 3.19 MeV is predomi
nantl¥ a (f7{~)26+ configuration). Since 
the I C and C targets only differ by a 
Pl/2neutron, one expects the (a,2 He ) tran
sition on IlC in which the transferred 
neutrons are coupled to (d5/2)2 4+ to pOpu
late two states in 1 Sc with J'TT, = 7/2- and 
9/2-, similar to what has been observed22 ) 
ih the analogous (a,d) reactions on 12C and 
13C. A doublet (at 6.S5-7.35 MeV) is indeed 
observed in the appropriate region of the 
lS C spectrum. The 3- state in 14C at 
6.73 MeV is a known (dS/2Pl/2)3- state; the 
comparable transition leading to IS C popu
lates the 5/2+ state at 0.74 MeV but is not 
split since the Pl/2 neutron of IlC and the 
transferred Pl/2 neutron must couple to 
zero spin. 

,A preliminary attempt to investigate 
the potential of the ('Li, 2He)' reaction for 
spectroscopic studies of neutron-excess 
nuclei is shown in Fig. 14; results from 
50 MeV 'Li bombardment of 12C (an important 
source of background) and 26 Mg are illus
trated. Fast coincidence spectra similar 
to that shown in Fig. ll(b)'were again 
obtained, demonstrating that correlated 
proton emission was still present. However, 
these initial results are disappointing in 
that substantial background appears in these 
2He spectra with the region near the ground 
state being populated weakly (11N) or 
extremely weakly (~20 nblsr c.m. for the 
26 Mg ('Li,2He ) 3l Al reaction). Very tentative 
evidence for the population of excited 
states of 31Al at 4.7 and 6.4 MeV can be 
seen in Fig. l4(b), but such results would 
have to be confirmed in additional investi
gations. 

Although quite low yields have been 
observed in the few (7Li,2He) reactions 
studied, extension of this approach toward 
detecting resonant final systems, applied 
to nuclei nearer stability, appears particu
larly practical and interesting. For 
example, the present 2He detection system 
simultaneously observes (at comparable 
yields) transitions of the a-particle to 
its 0+ first excited state (a*) at 20.1 MeV 
(observed via its p+t decay products) and, 
with only minor geometric modifications, 
transitions to the 16.7 MeV excited state 
of slle can be detected with good efficiency 
(5He* + d+t). As one example, employment 
of such unusual spectroscopic probes as 
(3 He ,a*) and (3 He ,sHe*) for studies of 
single and two-neutron pickup might provide 
new insights into our knowledge of nuclear 
reaction mechanisms. ' 

3.3 Masses of light Tz = 5/2 and 3 nuclei 

Since, as noted above, most of the 
masses of the 2sld shell nuclei from ,21 0 
through 3 Sp have been reliably established, 
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Fig. 14: 2He energy spectra from the reactions 
(aj'12C ('L1,2He )17N and (b) H Mg (7 Li ,2He)lIAl. 

In (b) unlabelled o!!rrows indicate the locations of 
excited states of 31Al predicted by ref. 3; in 
addition, the energies at which ground state tran
sitions on possible 12C and 160 target contaminants 
would appear are shown. 

recent investigations have concent,rated, on 
attempting to· determine the masses of 
lighter Tz ~. 5/2 nuclei and in developing 
techniques for the study of Tz = 3 isotopes. 
Particularly of interest has been a rede
termination of the ground state masses of 
21 0 and 22 0 , since the initial mass meaSure
ments by Artukh and collaborators 2.l) , fran, e.g., 
the high energy part of the 2l2'1'h(22Ne,220) 232 U 
energy spectrum, differed substantially 
(1-2 MeV) from current theoretical predic
tions l - l ) . 

Ball and co-workers 24 ) have recently 
observed the 20Bpb( IB O, 21 0)20SPb reaction 
at 93 MeV in order to remeasure the mass of 
21 0. Figure 15 presents 21 0 energy spectra 
from this reaction, determined by using a Qo l 
magnetic spectrometer wi th a focal p'lane 
detector system consisting of a proportional 
counter in front of two position,-sensitive 
detectors. A fairly high cross section of 
1. 6 IJb/sr was observed at SOO for producing 
the combined ground and first excited 
(2 keV) levels of 2os Pb; since the first 
excited state of' ,21 0 appears to lie at 

, 1. 3 MeV (see Fig. 10), it is almost certain 
that the"observed peak at channel 20 in 
Fig. 15 corresponds to population of the 
21 0 ground state'. Their measured mass
excess 24 ) of S.122~0.075 MeV differs by 
~1.2 MeV from the earlier value 2l ) of 
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Fig. 15: The reaction 20 9pb (190 , 21 0) 20SPb induced 
by 93 MeV 190 .' Composite posi tion spectra are 
shown at a) 80° and b) 75° + 800

• Each channel 
represents an energy bin of 50 keV [from Ball et a1., 
ref. 24J. 

9.3~g·~ MeV but is in excellent agreement 
with recent shell model predictions 2 ,3) 
(see Fig. 20 below). Quite recently, very 
preliminary mass measurements of the 
T z = 5/2 nuclide 19 N by Ball et ai.2s) ~ia 
the 209Pb(180,19N)207Bi reaction and by 
Detraz et al. l5 ) via the 18 0 (18 0 ,19 N)I"F 
reaction have become available .. 

Hickey and cOllaborators 26 ) report at 
this conference the first successful 
e~ploYment of a four-neutron stripping 
r.eaction, usec:i to remeasure the· mass-e'xcess 
of 220 via an 190(190,140)220 experiment 
induced by 100 MeV 19 0. Figure 16 shows 
the setup for this counter-telescope study 
in which 140 reaction products were detected 
and identified, with the additional require
ment that they had been in fast coincidence 
with low energy 220 recoils. The recoil 
detector was placed at the angle expected 
if 220 had the mass excess predicted by the 
modified shell model 2); even if this pre
dicted value were in error by±l. 5 MeV, the 
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large solid angle sub tended by the recoil 
detector ensured that the 220 recoil would 
still be observed. 

Figure 17 presents 14 0 energy spectra 
from this reaction, with an energy resolu
tion of 400 keV (FWHM). Transitions to 2°d 
final states, via the 160(180,140)2°0 reac
tion on the 16 0 target contaminant, were 
unavoidable; the scattering angles we~e 
chosen to place the 14 0 peak from the 
180(180,140)220 reaction between the reaks 
arising from (18 0 , 14 0) reactions on I 0 . ! 
producing 2°0 in its ground state and in 
its 1.67 MeV, first excited state. The two 
2°0 "calibration" peaks' appear where expected (J 

in the. spectrum. Between them one observes 
a peak attributed to transitions to the 220 

100 Mev 

180 beam 

Fig. 16: Scnematic drawing of the scattering 
chamber setup showing the orientatJ.on of .the 
detectors and the 180 target (as silicon oxide). 
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Fig. 17: The 190 (180 , 140)220 and 160(180,140)2°0 

reactions at 100 MeV. (top) Data at 140 (lab). 
(bottom) Data at 140 (lab) plus the data taken at 
100 (lab)klnematically shifted to 140 • 
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ground state with a l-aboratory cross section 
of ~200 nb/sr at 14° and ~450 nb/sr at 10°. 
All peaks shift.appropriately with angle. 

These data determine a mass excess for 
220 of 9.48±0.10 MeV, indicating a sub
stantially better bound nucli~e2than did 
the earlier value 23 ) of 11.5~ ·5 MeV. As 
notedbefore2~), it is possib e that the 
reaction employed by Artukh et al. 23 ) 
failed to populate appreciably the ground 
state in the exit channel. This new result 
for the 220 mass excess is in excellent . 
agreement with an updated calculation 2) of 
the transverse relation of Garvey and 
Kelson l

) of 9.42 MeV; with the modified 
shell model prediction 2) of 9.35 MeV; and 
with the untruncated 2s1d shell model pre-
diction 3) of 9.47 MeV. . 

In addition to 220, the only other 
Tz = 3 nuclide in the 2s1d shell whose 
mass-excess is presently known is 28 Na , 
determined by the alkali-metal specific, 
mass spectrometer techniques of Thibault 
and ·co-workers 6) • Preliminary attempts to 
establish masses for additional Tz = 3 
nuclides by means of the unexplored 
( IB O,18 Ne ) "double charge exchange" reac
tion are in progress at Berkeley by KeKelis 
and collaborators 27 ). Reactions op a 2~Mg 
target were initially observed to serve as 
an orientation for these studies. Fiqure 18. 
presents data f~om the I~Mg(180,1~Ne)24Ne 
reaction at 124 MeV and 8°, using a magnetic 
spectrometer for detection of the 18 Ne reac
tionproducts. A quite reasonable yield of 
~800 nb/sr lab was observed for the ground 
state transition. Reactions on 26Mg were 
then attempted and a spectrum from the 
26Mg(180,18Ne)26Ne reaction at 124 MeV is 
shown in Fig. 19. Higher background and 
lower yield ($100 nb/sr in the ground state 
region) preclude the determination of the 
26 Ne mass excess from these qata. The 
expected locatiol1 of the ground state tran
sition (pased on the average of the updated 
Garvey-Kelson and modified shell model 
masses 2» is indicated. Improvements in 
progress providing more background .rejection 
in the focal plane detector system should 
make the observation of Tz = 3 nuclides via 
these "double charge exchange" reactions 
quite feasible. 
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Fig. 18: The 2~Mg(180,18Ne)24Ne reaction at 
124 MeV and 8° (lab). 
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Although too few Tz = 3 masses are cur
rent.ly available to permit a meaningful 
comparison among the various theoretical 
approaches· toward mass predictions in the 
light nuclei, the 2s Id sl1ell T z = 5/2 mass. 
series can be used for this purpose (see 
ref. 2 for a summary of the mass excesses). 
Figure 20 compares the differences between 
the experimentat mass excesses for these 
Tz = 5/2 nuclei and those predicted using 
a) the transverse mass relation of Garvey 
and Kelson l

) as recalculated ~y Thiba~lt ~nd 
Klapisch 2?); b) the modified shell model of 
Jelley et al. 2 ); and c) the untruncated 
shell model calculations of Cole, Watt, and 
Whitehead 3 ) using the Preedom-Wildenthal 
two-body interaction. 

As can be seen from Fig. 20, the modi
fiedshell model approach is the most suc
cessful in predicting the mass excesses of 
this Tz = 5/2 series; quantitatively, the 
rms deviations between experiment and calcu
lation are a) 630 keY (Garvey-Kelson); 
b) 240 keY (modified shell model); and 
c) 1200 keY (untruncated shell model). As 
noted by Cole et al. 3) and clearly apparent 
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8 8L =SO 
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Fig. 19: The 26Mg(180,18Ne)26Ne reaction at 
124 MeV and 8° (lab). 
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Fig. 20: Three comparisons of the differences 
betWeen· measured ma'ss excesses and predictions for 

. theTz .. 5/2riuclei in the 2sld shell. See text. 



in Fig. 20, the Preedom-Wildenthal inter
action provides a good description of the 
nuclei in the lower part of the 2sld shell, 
but becomes unreliable as the mass number 
increases due to the greater effect of d3/2 
particles. Hopefully, new experimental 
techniques will soon be developed permitting 
mass measurements of many light nuclei with 
Tz ~ 3, as has been done so beautifully for 
the neutron-excess Na isotopes 6

). 
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